Solution on the next page
How to Solve Codewords

Codeword is a special crossword puzzle in which conventional clues are omitted. Instead, answer words in the diagram are represented by numbers. Each number represents a different letter of the alphabet. All 26 letters of the alphabet are used. When you have identified a letter, write it in the code key chart above the puzzle diagram and cross it off the alphabet given below the puzzle. We have started the puzzle for you.

Caution: The solution is included at the bottom of the page.

CODEWORD SOLUTION

QUICK I O ABBE
UDNUMERAL LF
OXYEPTBLUER
TAAAPATHY EE
IDLED I O ELFIN
NIEARLDOM Z
GAZED O SOFTY
E EPOXY L
MEDIAE ALARM
OTORTONIP A
DOWSES R RAJAH
II SPADED AA
FUNGI I ARECUT
YC VERTIGO K M
WHEYEENPASTA

CODEWORD KEY